
   

       

  Ideal Thank You Gift
 

£88.00 £79.00
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
This unusual gift was intended as a way to express gratitude when
you're struggling to express it. A freshly baked chocolate thank you
cake, a plethora of chocolate treats, plus a fragrant candle round out
the package. For a special and unique way of saying thank you, send
the Ideal Thank You gift.

  Details
 
What sets us apart is our unique but practical collection of thank you gifts. We know what the customer wants since we've spent years listening
to them, allowing us to confidently develop gifts that aren't necessarily deemed typical, but still knowing they'll be warmly appreciated. Our
baskets are carefully designed to include a variety of complementary products that any recipient would be delighted to receive. We have
included a candle in this gift as candles are a great way to say thank you and can be enjoyed by everyone. Our Smell is our strongest sense
related to memory, so by giving a candle as a gift, the recipient will be reminded of your gratitude when the candle is lit. This basket would be a
wonderful way to express gratitude to neighbours for their kindness, medical staff who have assisted us or a family member, and teachers,
coworkers, and associates who have supported us and our children through this difficult time.

Additional Information
 
Contents Vegan Happy Bears Jealous Sweets 40g GNAW Orange Hot Chocolate Stick Vegan Peanut Buttercups Love

Raw 34g Willies 80g SingleEstate Chocolate Slab Puffed Tiramisu Wafer Mamma Loretti's 15g Nutritious
Energy Peanut Perkier Bar 35g LowCalorie Cheesy Pretzel Spelt Bites Indie Bay 26g Fresh Chocolate Iced
"Thank You" Cake 400g Lindor Mint truffles Lindt 200g 60% Dark Chocolate Figs Forest Feast 140g Swiss
Lemon Biscuit with Ginger&Chia Rhythm 108, 135g FlapjackMinis- Fully Loaded Foods of Athenry, 150g
Irish Oat Cookies Kilbeggan 200g Occasions Candle Tin Fabric Lined Mini White Shopper Basket
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